Ahstract-The group testing problem is to identify a popu lation of K defective items from a set of n items by pooling groups of items. The result of a test for a group of items is positive if any of the items in the group is defective and negative otherwise. The goal is to judiciously group subsets of items such that defective items can be reliably recovered using the minimum number of tests, while also having a low complexity decoder.
Ahstract-The group testing problem is to identify a popu lation of K defective items from a set of n items by pooling groups of items. The result of a test for a group of items is positive if any of the items in the group is defective and negative otherwise. The goal is to judiciously group subsets of items such that defective items can be reliably recovered using the minimum number of tests, while also having a low complexity decoder.
We describe SAFFRON (Sparse-grAph codes Framework For gROup testiNg), a non-adaptive group testing scheme that recovers at least a (1 -E)-fraction (for any arbitrarily small E > 0) of K defective items with high probability with m = 6C ( E) K log2 n tests, where C (E) is a precisely characterized constant that depends only on E. For instance, it can provably recover at least (1 -lO-G)K defective items with m r--' 68K log2 n tests. The computational complexity of the decoding algorithm is O(Klogn), which is order optimal. Further, we describe a systematic methodology to robustify SAFFRON such that it can reliably recover the set of K defective items even in the presence of erroneous or noisy test results. We also propose Singleton-Only-SAFFRON, a variant of SAFFRON, that recovers all the K defective items with m = 2e(1 + a)K log K log2 n tests with probability 1 -0 ( �" ) , where a > 0 is a constant. Our key intellectual contribution involves the pioneering use of powerful density evolution methods of modern coding theory (e.g. sparse-graph codes) for efficient group testing design and performance analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
The group testing problem is to identify a population of K defective items from a set of n items by pooling groups of items efficiently in order to cut down the number of tests needed. Group testing was developed during the Second World War in order to detect the soldiers infected with syphilis virus without needing to test them individually [1] . Since then, varied theoretical aspects of group testing have been studied, and more applications of group testing have been discovered in a variety of fields spanning across biology [2] , machine learning [3] , medicine [4] , computer science [5] , data analysis [6] , and signal processing [7] .
Main contributions. Despite the long history of group testing, our paper has some novel intellectual and practical contributions to the field of large-scale probabilistic group testing. More precisely, our goal is to design a non-adaptive group testing which allows a computationally efficient de coding algorithm, i.e. sublinear in n, when K is sublinear in n, and a targeted arbitrarily-small fraction of defective items can be missed. In this work, we introduce SAFFRON (Sparse-grAph codes Framework For gROup testiNg), a powerful framework for non-adaptive group testing based on sparse-graph codes [8] . Our key intellectual contribution involves the pioneering use of powerful density-evolution methods of modern coding theory (e.g. sparse-graph codes) for efficient group testing design and performance anal ysis. Sparse-graph codes (e.g. Low-Density-Parity-Check (LDPC) codes [8] ) form the backbone of reliable modern communication systems. However, pooling test design for our targeted group testing problem seems quite different from code design for the noisy communication problem since group testing deals with the boolean OR operator, and its non-linearity complicates the use of classical coding theory. In this paper, we show how to overcome this chal lenge with the use of elegant density evolution methods and simple randomized sparse-graph coding designs. Further, we are able to specify precise constants in the number of tests needed while simultaneously having provable performance guarantees and order-optimal decoding complexity in the large-scale probabilistic group testing setting. Finally, we show how one can systematically robustify SAFFRON by making use of efficient error-correcting codes.
Problem definition. We formally define the (non-adaptive) group testing problem as follows. There are n items, and exactly K items among them are defective. We define the support vector x E {O, I} n , of which the ith component is 1 if and only if itemi is defective, and define supp ( . ) as the set of indices of non-zero elements. A subset of items can be pooled and tested, and the test result is either 1 (positive) if any of the items in the subset is defective, or ° (negative) otherwise. For notational simplicity, we denote a subset by a binary row vector a, of which the i'h component is 1 if and only if item i belongs to the subset. Then, a group testing
V is a boolean OR operator. Let Tn be the number of pools.
Denoting the i'" pool by ai, we define the group testing matrix as A cJef (aLa�, ... ,a�)T E {O, l}mx n . The group testing results from Tn pools can also be represented as a column vector y = (YI,Y2, ... ,Ym)T E {O, l}m, where Yi is the outcome of the i'h test. Then, y = A 8 x cJef ( ( aI, x), ( a2, x), ... , ( am, x) ) T . (1) The goal is to design the group testing matrix A and efficiently recover the set of defective items using the Tn (potentially noisy) test results. Denoting the decoding function by gA: {a, l}m ---+ {a, l} n , we want the decoding result x = gA(Y) to satisfy that supp (x) C;; supp ( x ) and Isupp (x) I 2 (1 -E)K with high probability.
Related Works. We provide a brief survey of the exist ing results in the literature. We refer the readers to [2] , [9] -[11] for a detailed survey. The minimum number of tests required to solve a group testing problem has been extensively studied in the literature. For the zero-error case, the best known lower bound on the number of required tests is nCo��log71) [12] . The best k , nown group testing scheme under this setup requires 0 (K 2 log n) tests [1] . A recent work [13] presents the first scheme that requires O(K 2 10gn) tests, while having a computationally efficient decoding algorithm.
Another line of work is based on an information-theoretic formulation of the group testing problem. That is, one assumes a prior distribution on the set of defective items, and searches for a group testing scheme with vanishing error probability [11], [14] - [16] . The proposed group testing schemes in [15] achieve an order-optimal number of tests with a decoding complexity of 0 (nK log n), which is superlinear in n. In [16] , the author considers a group testing matrix constructed based on a left-regular and right regular bipartite graph. Using the analysis of LDPC codes, the author presents information-theoretic lower bounds and analyzes performance of a typicality-based decoding algo rithm. Though theoretically interesting, the complexity of the proposed decoding algorithm is prohibitive in practice. One of the most notable exceptions is [17] . In this work, Cai et al. propose GROTESQUE for adaptive and non-adaptive group testing. In the non-adaptive case, their proposed scheme requires 0 (K log K log n) tests, and its decoding complexity is O(K (1og71 + log 2 K)), which is sublinear in 71. Moreover, the authors propose the idea of using expander codes for noisy group testing. Our Singleton-Only SAFFRON can be viewed as a strict improvement over the non-adaptive GROTESQUE as Singleton-Only-SAFFRON requires a smaller number of tests due to its efficient deter ministic signature matrix. Further, the decoding algorithm of SAFFRON is an iterative peeling-based algorithm unlike GROTESQUE.
II. THE SAFFRON SCHEME
The key idea of SAFFRON is the adoption of a design principle called 'sparse signal recovery via sparse-graph codes ' that is applicable to a varied class of problems such as computing a sparse Fast Fourier Transform, a sparse Walsh Hadamard Transform, and the design of measurement systems for compressive sensing and compressive phase retrieval [18] - [20] . In all these problems, one designs an efficient way of sensing or measuring an unknown sparse signal such that the decoder can estimate the unknown signal with low decoding complexity. The over arching design principle is 1) to design a sensing matrix based on a sparse bipartite graph and 2) to decode the observed measurements using a simple peeling-like iterative algorithm. In this paper, we show how this same design principle allows us to tackle the group testing problem.
Consider a bipartite graph with n left nodes and lvI right nodes. Here, the 71 left nodes correspond to the 71 items, and the !vI right nodes correspond to the !vI bundles of test results. We design a bipartite graph based on I eft regular construction. That is, each left node is connected to constant number d of right nodes uniformly at random. We denote the incidence matrix of a bipartite graph Q by We now present the following terminologies. A right node that is connected to one defective item is called a singleton. A right node that is connected to two defective items is called a doubleton. We now show that with the aid of our signature matrix, 1) a singleton is always resolvable, and 2) a doubleton is resolvable if one of the two defective items is already identified (in the previous iterations of the algorithm).
Detecting and Resolving a Singleton. Consider the follow ing signature matrix where the ith column is a vertical con catenation of bi and bi (bit-wise complement of bi ), where bi is the L-bits binary representation of an integer i -1,
We now show that a singleton can be detected and resolved with the aid of this signature matrix. First, note that the sum of the weight of any binary vector and the weight of its complement is always the length of the vector, L. Thus, given a singleton, the weight of the measurement vector is L. Furthermore, if the right node is connected to zero or more than one defective items, the weight of the measurement vector will not be L. Therefore, by just checking the weight of the right-node measurement vector, one can simply detect whether the right node is a singleton or not. Further, one can also read the first half of the measurement of the detected singleton in order to find the index location of the defective item.
Detecting and Resolving a Doubleton. We now design the full signature matrix U that allows us to detect and resolve 1 For simplicity, the rest of the paper will assume that n is a power of 2, and hence L = log 2 n. double tons as well:
where 81 = (i1,i2, ... , in) and 82 = (j1,j2, ... , jn) are drawn uniformly at random from the set [n] n . We define zk to be the Wl h section of the ktb right-node measurement w def • { vector or z k = z k , (w-1)L+1:wL for WE I, 2, ... , 6}. That is, each right node's measurement vector has 6 sections of length L. We now show that a doubleton can be detected and resolved as follows. Assume that right node k is connected to exactly one identified defective item, say jio. The decoder first guesses that the right node is a resolvable doubleton. That is, the right node is connected to exactly two defective items: one of them is the identified defective item jio, and the other is the unidentified defective item ji1 (to be found).
Then,
Assuming the above structure, one can always recover be, as follows. Consider the first bit of be,. If ben,l = 0 , then be"l = Z� ,l ' If not, one can read the first bit from the second section and invert it, i.e., be"l = Zk l' Hence, the decoder is able to recover the other defectiv� item's index, ji 1. Similarly, the decoder applies this recovery procedure to the other four sections from z� to z%, and obtain two other indices, ji2 and ji3. Finally, the decoder checks whether ji2 = ie, and ji3 = je" If the above condition does not hold, the decoder concludes that the guess is wrong. If it holds, the decoder affirms the hypothesis, declares the right node to be resolved, and declares a new defective item of index ji1 . Indeed, the probability of this simple guess-and-check procedure declaring a false doubleton is no greater than ,&, and the proof can be found in [9] .
Example. In this section, we provide an illustrative example of the decoding algorithm of SAFFRON. Consider a group testing problem with n = 8 items and K = 3 defective items. Let x = (1 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,1), i.e., item 1 , item 3 and item 8 are defective items. We show how SAFFRON can find the set of defective items. Recall that we design our group testing matrix A to be a row tensor product of Tg and U. Assume that the bipartite graph 9 is designed as follows 2.
l} Mx n
We have !vI 4 right nodes, and n = 8 items are connected to them according to Tg. Assume that the ran domly drawn sequences 81 and 82 are as follows: 81 = ( 5 ,2 ,4 ,8 ,7 ,1 ,3 ,6), 82 = (3 ,1 ,5 ,6,3 ,8 ,2,7 ). Thus, the 2 In the interest of conceptual clarity of the toy example. here we present a bipartite graph that is not left-regular. measurement matrix of SAFFRON is as follows. U = [U1, U2, U3, U4, U5, U 6, U7, us] (5) b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b 6 b7 bs b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b 6 b7 bs b5 b2 b4 bs b7 b1 b3 b 6 b5 b2 b4 bs b7 b1 b3 b 6 (6) b3 b1 b5 b 6 b3 bs b2 b7 b3 b1 b5 b 6 b3 bs b2 b7
Further, we have the following equations for the four right node measurement vectors: Zl = U3, Z2 = U1 V U3 V us, Z3 = U1 V us, Z4 = U3 V us. Thus, Zl = (0 ,1 ,0 11 ,0 ,1 10 ,1 ,1 11 ,0 ,0 11 ,0 ,0 10 ,1 ,1 ?, (7) Z2 = (1 ,1 , Ill , 1 , Ill , 1 , Ill , 1 , Ill , 1 , 0 11 ,1 , l )T ,
Z3 = (1 ,1 , Ill , 1 , 1 11 ,0 ,1 10 ,1 , Ill , 1 , 0 Il , 0 , l )T ,
Z4 = (1 ,1 , 1 11 ,0 , Ill , 1 , Ill , 1 , Oil, 1 , 0 10 ,1 , I? , (10) where the 6 sections of each right node's measurement vec tor are separated by vertical bars. The decoding algorithm first finds all the singletons by checking whether a right node measurement's weight is 3 L = 310g 2 n. Since the weight of Zl is 3 10g 2 n, the decoder declares that right node 1 is a singleton and reads off the first 3 bits of Zl.
As zi = (0 ,1 ,0 ), the decoder concludes that item 3 is defective.
In the second iteration, the algorithm inspects right nodes that are potentially resolvable doubletons including defec tive item 3 . Since T2,3 = T4,3 = 1 , right nodes 2 and 4 are inspected. Consider right node 2. We hypothesize that the right node is a doubleton consisting of defective item 3 and exactly one other unknown defective item, i.e., Z2 = U3 V ue" Using the described guess-and-check procedure, we have ji1 = 6, ji2 = 8 , ji3 = 3 . Since ie, =i 6 = 1 cJ ji2, je, = j 6 = 8 cJ ji3, the decoder declares that the right node is not a resolvable doubleton.
Consider right node 4 . The decoder again makes a guess that Z4 = U3 Vue,. Then, it obtains three indices as follows: ji1 = 8 , ji2 = 6, ji3 = 7 . By noticing that ie, = is = 6 = ji2, je, = js = 7 = ji3, the decoder declares that right node 4 is a resolvable doubleton including item 3 and finds that the other defective item's index is ji1 = 8.
In the third iteration, right node 3 is inspected since item 8 is identified, and T3,s = l . The decoder hypothesizes that Z3 = Us V ue, and reads three indices: ji1 = 1 , ji2 = 5 , ji3 = 3 . Because ie, = h = 5 = ji2, je, = j1 = 3 = ji3, the decoder declares that right node 3 is a doubleton and item 1 is a defective item. The algorithm is terminated as there are no more right nodes to be resolved, concluding that items 1 , 3 and 8 are defective items.
III. MAIN RESULTS
We present the main theoretical result of this paper. Table I shows some pairs of f and C (f). The computational complexity of the decoding algorithm is O(Klogn), that is optimal.
Here, we provide an overview of the proof, referring the readers to [9] for the full proof. tests, we only need to show that the number of required right nodes to guarantee successful completion of the algorithm is C(E)K.
Recall that random d-Ieft-regular bipartite graphs with n left nodes and lvI right nodes are used for Q. For the analysis, we focus on the pruned graph constructed by the K defective left nodes and the right nodes. Then, the average right degree is A = If.vf. Further, as K gets large, the degree distribution of right nodes approaches a Poisson distribution with parameter A. We define the right edge-degree distribu tion p(x) = L:: l PiX i -1 , where Pi is the probability that a randomly selected edge in the graph is connected to a right node of degree -i. Then, with this design of random bipartite graphs, Pi = �� Pr(degree of a random right node = i).
With the Poisson approximation, Pi = e-A (?�-1 ;!' and p(x) = e-A ( Ix ) .
SAFFRON performs an iterative decoding procedure, and the fraction of defective items that cannot be identified at the end of the decoding algorithm can be analyzed by density evolution, a tool to analyze message-passing algorithms [8] , [21] . At iteration j of the algorithm, an unidentified defective item passes a message to its neighbor right nodes that it has not been recovered. Let Pj be the probability that a random defective item is not identified at iteration j. The density evolution relates Pj to PHI as follows: PHI = [1-(PI + P2(1pj))] d -l , where PI = e->-., and P2 = Ae-A. To prove this equation, consider a tree-like neighborhood of an edge between left node v and right node c. At iteration j + 1, left node v passes a 'not-recovered' message to right node c if none of its d -1 other neighbor right nodes has been identified as either a singleton or a resolvable doubleton at iteration j. The probability that a particular neighbor right node has been resolved at iteration j is PI + P2(1 -Pj). Given a tree-like neighborhood of v, the above equation follows since all the messages are independent.
To characterize the fraction of defective items that will not be recovered by the time the algorithm terminates, we find the limit of the sequence {Pj} as j ---+ 00.
Let E = li mj --+ = Pj. One can approximately calculate E = [1 -e-A -Ae-A] d -l . We now find a pair of design parameters (d, J'v1) that minimize the number of right nodes lvI (thus the number of tests) given a targeted reliability E. This can be done by minimizing lvI = �d subject to (d -1) log(1e-A -Ae-A) = log E. We numerically solve the optimization problem and attain the optimal A * and d* as a function of E. Defining C ( E) = � = �:, we present some of the optimal design parameters for different reliability levels in Ta ble I.
Up to now, we have analyzed the average fraction of unidentified defective items over a randomly constructed bipartite graph. To complete the proof, we need to show that with high probability 1) a constant-depth neighborhood of a random left node is a tree, 2) Pj gets arbitrarily close to E after a fixed number of iterations, and 3) the actual fraction of unidentified defective items is highly concentrated around Pj. We refer the readers to [9] for the proof of these statements.
Finally, the computational complexity of the decoding algorithm is O(Klogn) because 1) the algorithm is ter minated after a finite number of iterations, and 2) the computational complexity of each iteration is O(Klogn).
• Singleton-Only-SAFFRON. We now present Singleton Only-SAFFRON, a variant of the SAFFRON scheme that only detects and resolves singletons. The measurement matrix of Singleton-Only-SAFFRON is similar to the one of SAFFRON with the difference that the signature matrix only consists of U1 and U 1 as in (2) . With this signature matrix, the Singleton-Only-SAFFRON detects and resolves all singletons in a single-stage procedure. We present the following theorem on the Singleton-Only-SAFFRON. We refer the readers to [9] for the proof.
Robustified SAFFRON for noisy group testing. In this section, we robustify SAFFRON such that it can recover the set of K defective items with erroneous or noisy test results.
We assume that each test result is 'wrong' with probability q, i.e., y = A C;) x + w, where the addition is over binary field, and w is an i.i.d. noise vector whose components are 1 with probability 0 < q < � and 0 otherwise 3.
Our approach is simple: we design the robust signature matrix U' consisting of encoded columns of Uj for 1 ::.; j ::.; 3 and their complements. Intuitively, we treat each column of Uj as a message that needs to be transmitted over a noisy memoryless communication channel. An efficient modern error-correcting code guarantees reliable decoding of the signature. Specifically, we use the following signature
where f( · ) : {O, l}N ---+ {O, l}N/R is the encoding function of a spatially-coupled LDPC codes [22] . We now present the following main theorem for the robust SAFFRON scheme. pairs of E and C (E ). The computational complexity of the decoding algorithm is O(K log n ).
We refer the readers to [9] for the description of the decoding algorithm of the robustified-SAFFRON, the proof of the theorem, and the corresponding theorem for the robustified-Singleton-Only-SAFFRON scheme.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
We implement the SAFFRON simulator in Python and simulate SAFFRON on a laptop with 2GHz Intel Core i7 and 8GB memory. We first simulate how computationally efficient SAFFRON's decoding algorithm is. In Fig. 1 a and Fig. 1 b, we plot the average runtime of the decod ing algorithm, which clearly demonstrate that the time complexity of the decoding algorithm is 0 (K log n ) . The robustified SAFFRON scheme is also simulated: we choose n = 2 3 2 � 4 . 3 X 10 9 and K = 27 = 128. For random bipartite graphs, we use d = 12 and !vI = 11 .36K. We vary the probability of error q from 0.03 to 0.05. While we make use of capacity-achieving codes in Theorem 3, we use Reed-Solomon (RS) codes for simulations for simplicity [23] . A Reed-Solomon code takes a message of Ck symbols from a finite field of size C q 2 Cn, for a prime power c q , and then encodes the message into Cn symbols. This code can correct up to any l en ;c, J symbol errors. By using a field of size c q = 28, a binary representation of length L (= log 2 n ) can be viewed as a 4-symbol message, i.e., Ck = 4 . Thus, the overall number of tests is as follows: By having Cn = Ck + 2t, the robustified SAFFRON scheme can correct upto t symbol errors within each section of the right-node measurement vector. Thus, we evaluate the performance of the robustified SAFFRON scheme with Cn E {6, 8 , ... , 16 } for various noise levels. We measure the average fraction of unidentified defective items over 1000 runs for each setup. Fig. lc shows the simulation results; the x-axis is the block-length of the used code, and the logarithmic y-axis is the average fraction of unidentified defective items. Further, the decoding time takes only about 3. 8 seconds on average.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed SAFFRON (Sparse grAph codes Framework For gROup testiNg), which re covers an arbitrarily-close-to-one (1 -E) -fraction of K defective items with high probability with 6C( E) K log 2 n tests, where C (E ) is a relatively small constant that de pends only on E. Also, the computational complexity of the decoding algorithm of SAFFRON is order-optimal. We have described the design and analysis of SAFFRON based on the powerful modern coding-theoretic tools of sparse �raph coding and density evolution. We have also proposed Singleton-Only-SAFFRON, which recovers all defective items with 2e(1 +a) K log K log 2 n tests, and the robustified SAFFRON that can recover the set of defective items with noisy test results using modern error-correcting codes. We have provided extensive simulation results to support our theoretical results.
